All tags which appear in Navigate have to be added manually, therefore, do not update daily. All categories are updated nightly in Navigate from Banner data.

Meshay Long, Assistant Director for Student Opportunity & Achievement Resources has the most usage of Lists and Searches within the Navigate platform for the month of October 2021!

AFD 202201 has been added for students that have applied for their degree for spring 2022, this tag includes the initial group of students who have applied and will be updated again in the future. Also, the graduate programs that are using Navigate also have tags being entered which include “GR-202109 Entering Cohort and GR-202201 Entering Cohort” please be mindful of which tags you are choosing when running advanced searches.

Beginning Ready Day, December 9th, we are removing the setting to keep students from scheduling appointments when they have class. We will turn this setting back on December 20th before we head into the winter session.
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